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Sonali Thakur adapts the international styles in our pages for your home

DINING CHAIR

This trademark ‘Ruched’ dining chair by Christopher
Guy (christopherguy.com) with crossed legs and a shelllike back is a great conversation starter.

There’s a sense of intellectual spaciousness in Sean and
Mary Kelly’s home as it’s interspersed with art objects
and vintage furniture by some of the most renowned
designers in the world.

SIDE CHAIR

While this gallery owner
picks the George Nelson
chair that is now a classic,
we suggest this ‘Standard’
dining chair by Jean Prouve
from Vitra too. (vitra.com)

Just try resisting the
urge to sit on this
highly polished
‘Chippensteel’ chair by
designer, Oskar Zieta,
available through Zieta.
(zieta.pl)

SOFA
Simple and chic. Sink into the
‘Allen’ sofa by Minotti. (minotti.com)

Christopher Guy Harrison’s high-rise apartment features shapes and styles
that take classic elegance into a contemporary realm. And of course,
everything is trademark Christopher Guy.

office furniture

‘The Chairman’ office chair with the
button tufted design in off-white leather
from Christopher Guy works effortlessly
to look good. (christopherguy.com)
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In the study, a Japanese chest of drawers
known as Tansu is the only piece that
breaks the space with its majestic
design. Pick one up from The Great
Eastern Home. (022-22910764)

CENTRE TABLE

roger davies

Adrien koh/milk photographie

The Kellys clearly love George Nelson
furniture. One of the many pieces they
have is the ‘Nelson Platform Bench’ by
George Nelson for Herman Miller.
(hermanmiller.com)

DINING CHAIR

william waldron
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wall art

Lacquered interwoven wood adds to the opulence of
this living room setting. Pick it up from Christopher
Guy. (christopherguy.com)

BED

The headboard and its height grab all
the attention in the bedroom. Pick
one up in a range of colours from
Christopher Guy. (christopherguy.com)

Dark, woody tones along with leather seating give this
home a distinct masculine leaning. Again, Giorgio
Armani makes no exception when choosing the
furniture for his home: Everything is from his in-house
line at Armani/Casa.

Smooth, dark mahogany makes
itself felt throughout the house
with streamlined furniture like
this ‘Dancing’ table, from
Armani/Casa (armanicasa.com),
built to sharpen any setting.

dining chair
BED

The bedroom makes for a very calm and
serene space featuring just the bare
essentials. The ‘Emerson’ bed by Armani/
Casa embodies this spirit. (armanicasa.com)

The ‘Truffaut’ chair has a very
distinct retro quality with its
resemblance to a director’s
chair, the leather obviously
lending its panache to an
otherwise simple design.
Available through Armani/
Casa. (armanicasa.com)

For details,
see Stockists

